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Sr  
No  Question  Marks  Keyword(s)  

1  Define   the   term   torque.   State   its   SI   unit.  1  Define  

2  Obtain   an   equation   for   the   torque   acting   on   a   current-loop   in   a   uniform  
magnetic   field.   State   this   equation   in   vector   form.   Does   the   torque   depend  
on   the   shape   of   the   current-carrying   loop?  

3  Derivation  

3  Draw   a   neat   diagram   showing   the   various   forces   acting   on   a   rectangular   coil  
carrying   a   current   and   placed   in   a   magnetic   field.  

2  Diagram  

4  Describe   a   suspended-coil   galvanometer.   2  Suspended-coil  
galvanometer  

5  Show   that   the   current   flowing   in   the   coil   is   directly   proportional   to   the  
deflection   of   the   coil.  

3  Suspended-coil  
galvanometer  

6  Define   current   sensitivity   of   a   galvanometer.   On   what   factors   does   it  
depend?  

2  Sensitivity  

7  Define   voltage   sensitivity   of   a   galvanometer.   On   what   factors   does   it  
depend?  

2  Sensitivity  

8  How   is   a   radial   field   achieved   in   a    m oving    c oil    g alvanometer?  2  MCG  

9  What   is   an   ammeter?   Why   should   the   resistance   of   an   ammeter   be   very  
small?  

2  Ammeter  

10  How   can   a   galvanometer   be   converted   into   an   ammeter?   Obtain   an  
expression   for   the   shunt   resistance.  

3  Ammeter  

11  What   is   a   voltmeter?   Why   should   the   resistance   of   a   voltmeter   be   very  
high?  

2  Voltmeter  

12  How   can   a   galvanometer   be   converted   into   a   voltmeter?   Obtain   an  
expression   for   the   series   resistance.  

3  Voltmeter  

13  Why   is   the   coil   in   a   moving-coil   galvanometer   wound   on   an   aluminium  
frame?  

2  MCG  

14  In   a   moving   coil   galvanometer,   what   is   meant   by   radial   magnetic   field?  2  MCG  

15  Describe   the   construction   of   a   pivoted-coil   galvanometer.  3  Pivoted-coil  
galvanometer  

16  What   is   the   function   of   the   shunt   in   an   ammeter?  1  Ammeter  

17  Why   is   an   ammeter   connected   in   series   and   a   voltmeter   is   connected   in  
parallel?  

2  Ammeter,  
voltmeter  

18  Draw   labelled   diagrams   to   show   the   conversion   of   a   galvanometer   into   (i)  
ammeter,   (ii)   voltmeter  

2  Ammeter,  
voltmeter  
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